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The Only Way Is Tudors 16
October

Essex Agricultural
Society

As promised, David Starkey most certainly
did take us all on a white knuckle ride
through Tudor Essex on 16 October.
Focussing on three dynasties, the De Vere,
Petre and Marney families, David spoke
with passion for an hour and a half
(without notes) on how influential Essex
was in helping shape the reign of Henry
VIII.

2016 Diary Dates
22nd May

Essex Young Farmers Show

8th June

Essex Schools Food and
Farming Day

27th - 28th June

Farms Competition

29th June

Garden Party and LSA

4th July

Farm Walk around winning
Farm

17th September

Greensted Green
Ploughing Match

24th September

Ongar Ploughing Match

1st October

Rochford and County
Ploughing Match

19th October

Sweet Things—Daytime
event

23 November

AGM

Court which it resembles closely. The
house shows not only that Henry Marney
had as much power as Wolsey but with its
cutting edge Italian decorations, it made
Hedingham Castle appear old fashioned.
We were taken finally across to Ingatestone
Hall and Sir William Petre, Henry VIII’s
Secretary of State influential, but defiantly
they remained staunchly Catholic not
endearing them to the King.
Three families - one King, a chapter in time
that left a lasting impression on world
history!
A special thanks to Nicholas and Sheila
Charrington for hosting the evening. There
is no better setting than Marney Tower for
an education on the Tudors! We must also
thank our three sponsors, Ensors,
RK Harrison and Marriage’s The Master
Millers.

Nicholas Charrington

David Starkey

Simon Marriage

The ‘Long Gallery’ at Layer Marney Tower,
once Henry Marney’s Tudor Stables, was
the most perfect setting to be transported
back 500 years to the 15th century.
Members, guests and friends of the Essex
Agricultural Society were captivated by
David’s unrivalled knowledge of not only
our Tudor monarchy, but how three ‘Essex’
families carved their names in English
history.
We were taken back on a journey through
the Colne Valley where the De Vere’s of
Hedingham Castle, supporters of the
Tudors before 1485, have left a huge
impression on the local architectural
landscape, a true statement of their wealth
and power. Our next stop was with Henry,
Lord Marney, an influential member of
Henry VIII’s court since the young Prince’s
childhood. His eight storey house was
sadly unfinished because of his untimely
death. Its Tudor Gatehouse, the tallest in
the country, was built to rival Hampton

David Starkey CBE once described as the
‘rudest man in Britain’ should be known as
the ‘most knowledgeable man in the Britain’,
at least when it comes to the Tudors…

EAS Conference 18 November
Precision Farming was the theme for the
2015 Essex Agricultural Society Annual
Conference held once again at Writtle on
November 18th. As in previous years this
was a morning only event starting at 8-45
and ending around 1pm for a sandwich
lunch, this years speakers came from
differing backgrounds including the farming
trade, academics as well as farmers.
After an introduction by Henry Mathews on
behalf of Writtle College the first speaker
was Adrian Fullman who is in charge of the
technology team at P Tuckwell Ltd, his
presentation included an explanation on
how GPS worked from a base station to
satellites to the tractor and showed how
more efficient it was compared to manual
systems and how much time and money
can be saved. He showed examples of

‘The Essex Agricultural Society aims to promote Essex
Agriculture and Education in the Countryside’

active implement guidance compatibility, or put simply
GPS on planters and harvesting equipment. From a
dealers perspective there was now information enabled
agriculture which allowed machines to be monitored not
only from the farm office but also by the dealer and
manufacturer through a system known as wireless data
transfer.

Our next speaker was Keith Golding from Rothamsted
Research Centre who gave a more down to earth
presentation on the importance of soils and organic
matter, showing how organic matter can influence not
only crop production but also its ability to make
cultivations a lot easier through better soil structure,
better drainage as well as increasing the microbial activity
in the soil. The main message was by adding organic
matter such as FYM, straw or compost, even in small
amounts, the benefits will be seen within a couple of
years.
This was followed be Peter Croot from SOYL who
concentrated on remote sensing, again he placed
importance on understanding your soils such as texture,
structure and nutrients and how we can test not only for
these elements but also the structure of the sub soil
through soil electro-conductivity using an EC surveyor
towed behind a quad bike. This information can be linked
through the tractor to the subsoiler, so that only areas
that need attention get it, thereby saving money by not
over-cultivating. He also explained more about remote
sensing with drones, satellites and infield monitors, using
multi-spectral cameras, giving information on green leaf
index, disease and pests, plus a brief mention of spectral
signatures of crops, through their different wavelengths,
showing healthy and stressed plants.
After questions and a coffee break, our fourth speaker
was Dr. Richard Green from Harper Adams University,
whose talk revolved around farming with robots or a
brief glimpse into the future. He showed how they can
help improve food sustainability, lower the cost of food
production, reduce the amount of energy needed and
thereby make agricultural more efficient. He emphasised
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that under most present farming systems, 96% of the field
is compacted by tyres in random traffic systems and his
belief is that we will move towards controlled traffic
systems, using ultra-light machines. In growing crops,
there was a glimpse of robotic weeding, either
mechanical, micro-drop spraying or the use of lasers but
many of these systems are still in the development stage,
although the technology will move forward very fast due
to the increasing cost of conventional inputs and also
through environmental legislation.
Our last speaker was Jeremy Durrant, who is the farm
manager on 1300 hectares at E.W. Davis Farms Limited,
growing wheat, peas, beans, rape, winter and spring
barley, on predominantly Handslope series clay,
employing 2 full time staff, plus a manager and extra
harvest labour. He explained how the farm had been
ploughed every year, which was labour intensive, used a
lot of fuel and was difficult to achieve good seed beds, so
they moved to a min-till system, which was quicker but
still required a number of passes with the cultivator and
was causing compaction, but with the introduction of RTK
guidance systems, the farm moved to a twelve metre
controlled traffic system, enabling them to create a
seedbed in one pass, leading to improved soil structure,
less labour, less fuel usage, better weed control, a
reduction in machinery required and higher yields, but he
did say that it was not a religion and if need be they
would still revert to some ploughing.
After questions, James Tuckwell from P. Tuckwell
Limited, gave an excellent summing up, which was
followed by a sandwich lunch.
The Society, would like to thank Writtle College for the
use of their facilities, the sponsors P Tuckwell, Hawkspur,
Barclays Bank and Prime Agriculture, also the speakers for
their high quality presentation and all those who
attended, with many saying how good it was and look
forward to next year's event.
In conclusion this years conference effectively summed
up where the future of agriculture may well lie but at the
same time not losing touch with some of the basic
principles of farming, namely recognising the importance
of our number one asset which is the soil we all work
with, and how appropriate that message came across as
2015 has been designated the year of the soil.

Bomb Disposal 3 December 2015
Members and friends had a truly 'explosive' evening with
an outstanding informative and entertaining talk by
Warrant Officer Second Class Adam Kennedy, 29 EOD &
Search Group.
Adam covered the fascinating history of Bomb Disposal
from using a hammer and chisel to remove fuses from
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World War 2 bombs to nuclear and biological warfare and
high threat search today.

first joint ventures which helped promote Great British
Breakfast week along with an excellent Brexit debate.
With an audience of over 100 people both
organisations will be rightly pleased that the event
also raised a surplus of over £500 which will go
towards Essex Schools Day in June. The event, ably
chaired by Guy Smith, attracted great news coverage
with Look East and East Anglian press covering it
widely. Both Bernard Jenkin and Richard Howitt
provided a challenging debate and stimulated
discussion and questions as this important issue was
considered at length. By joining forces together for
such events these can obviously be very beneficial to
both parties. Thanks must be given to our speakers
and also to the sponsors of the event and those who
contributed to the Breakfast itself.

Warrant Officer Second Class Adam Kennedy

Adam took us through his 20 year Army career, the last
decade in Explosive Ordnance Disposal Qualifying as a
Bomb Disposal Officer, High Threat Search Advisor and
Improvised Explosive Devise Disposal Officer. He conducted 2 of his 3 tours of Afghanistan with EOD, trained British
Army soldiers and numerous foreign and regular and
Special Forces in Counter-IED techniques and procedures.
He currently trains high threat search teams to ensure they
are at the pinnacle of their capability and kept at the
forefront of the global explosive threat.
Adam was 'bombarded' with questions and had brought an
array of weapons from bombs to IEDs and stayed on to
continue talking with members long after his talk.

Having taken over the helm as Chair of Writtle Board
of Governors I am conscious that many of you are
Alumni of Writtle or have strong connections with the
place through students and/or work colleagues.
Writtle College is facing a rosy future with significant
changes afoot. We are Ofsted rated as a good college
with outstanding very much in our sights; our
apprenticeship provision is thriving and we are, at the
time of writing, awaiting the rubber stamp of approval
of an exciting change in our Higher Education status.
As Chair I look to organisations such as Essex
Agricultural Society with Belinda at its helm to forge
stronger agricultural business links that are beneficial
to both. Here’s to another banger of a breakfast.

ESSEX AIR AMBULANCE 4
2016

Writtle College Breakfast and Brexit
Debate 29 January 2016 - Julia Smith
A big thank you to all Essex Agricultural Society members
who joined us at Writtle College in January for one of our
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February

Roger Smith a volunteer of Essex air Ambulance gave
an interesting insight into the organisation . The idea
was founded in Essex in 1977 and the first helicopter
took off a year later after fund raising of £1million,
since then there have been four other helicopters
flying over the Essex landscape with over 13000 call
outs. In 2007 Hertfordshire joined forces with Essex
with the Essex helicopter based at Earls Colne and the
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Hertfordshire one at North Weald. After 3 minutes
from call out the helicopter is air borne and in less
than 12 minutes can be anywhere in the county .The
team includes four pilots, paramedics and doctors and
are now known as the Helicopter Medical Emergency
Services (HEMS). Funds raised have to pay for the
crew, fuel and medical equipment – in one week often
£15000 worth of drugs and medicines can be used. As
it costs £6million a year to run the system or £15,400
per day we were delighted that on the night The
Essex Hunt presented £1000 from money collected
after the Point to Point . Chris Philpot also raised an
enormous sum for them on his expedition.

Roger Smith

Chris Trembath

ENDURANCE 100 EXPEDITION
February

4

On 25 November 2015 the Endurance 100 Expedition, a
private trip of 15, led by David Hempleman-Adams set
off to complete 100 miles of the route to the South
Pole that Shackleton should have travelled 100 years
earlier. The purpose was to celebrate the centenary
event and to raise funds to create a digital archive of
historical records from the Shackleton expedition.
Ten days before they left Chris Philpot was offered a
place after someone sadly dropped out with an injury
and in true spirit Chris jumped to the challenge and
dropped everything to join them despite the fact that
everyone else had been training for two years.
Chris gave us an enlightened insight into the
expedition from leaving Heathrow , landing at Punta
Arenas in Chile to landing at the base camp in
Antartica. Once the expedition started each person
was responsible for pulling a sledge with all their
goods, food, tents on them to trek daily for 10 hour
sessions- each session meant trekking for a mile for 50
minutes in total silence with a 5 minute stop for food.

The ice was 3000m thick so walking in straight lines
was hard and with the temperature so low you
certainly did not take your gloves off so Chris learnt
swiftly to eat (and pee ) with gloves on. The one rule
was everything that went onto Antartica came off....

Everyone was allowed 300 gms of goodies a day-but
they quickly learnt chocolate freezes so it was teeth
beware if eaten but jelly babies don’t freeze!
One
certainly never left the tent at night – everything was
done in the sleeping bag and kept inside it overnight so
camera batteries/pee etc did not freeze. Every part of
the body had to be kept covered – Chris was one of the
few who did not get frost bite thanks to his mother
making a face mask for him to wear. Chris had so many
lessons to learn including not to wear too many layers
of clothing to avoid sweating as this would freeze and
make the body colder and cause the body to quickly
loose body heat.
The group were thrilled to eventually reach the South
Pole – the ceremonial South Pole and the Geographical
South Pole so great celebration were had before the
wait due to bad weather for returning home for a
delayed Christmas.
Chris’s trip certainly was a personal endurance and was
a fantastic way to raise over £17000 for Chris’s chosen
charities. As Chris said – ‘this was a very unique thing to
do’. EAS is proud of your achievement, Chris.
The evening raised further funds for Essex Air
Ambulance.

